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Abstract. Considering the increasing requirements of the AC-DC hybrid microgrid (HMG) for the
transmission power capacity and voltage level, the several bus interface converters (BICs) with the
two-level PWM converter topology, need to be connected between AC bus and DC bus in parallel, which
could generate circulating current and cycle power. The cost of the modular multilevel converter topology
based BIC is too high. Hence, this paper proposes to apply the BIC with three-level topology to the HMG,
and a droop control strategy with the midpoint potential hysteresis regulation link is designed, which can
effectively suppress the fluctuation of midpoint potential without affecting the normal operation of the BIC
in the grid connected or off mode. In addition, the principle of neutral point fluctuation and the process of
hysteresis control are introduced, and the detailed design of dual-mode control strategy based on droop
curve are also given. Finally, the effectiveness of the improved control strategy is verified by simulation.

1 Introduction
With the rapid development of the new energy power
generation, research on the microgrid has been received
more and more attention. According to the difference of
bus voltages, the microgrid can be divided into DC
microgrid, AC microgrid and AC-DC hybrid microgrid
(HMG) [1]. Due to the AC-DC HMG has the advantages
of receiving various AC sources and loads and DC
sources and loads, saving a large number of AC-DC
power converters and improving the economy and
reliability of the AC-DC HMG, which has become the
development trend of the microgrid [2-7].
Recently, the researches of AC-DC HMG mainly
focus on the topology and operation mode of HMG [8]
[9], the control strategies of the BIC [10], power quality
optimization [11, 12] and coordinated control strategies
of interlinking converters [13]. Moreover, the BICs as
the connection hub of AC and DC sub networks, which
need to control the bidirectional power between the AC
and DC subnets, maintain the subnet bus voltage and
ensure the power quality of the H MG [14, 15]. The
optimal design of the BIC circuit topology and the
corresponding control strategy is the basis of the HMG.
The topology of BIC in HMG can be divided into
single-phase and three-phase converter from the phase
number. It can be divided into two levels, three levels
and multi-levels converter from the electrical level. It can
also be divided into single-stage, two-stage cascade,
multi-stage cascade converter from the stage number.
From whether with the isolation transformer, it can be
divided into isolation and Non-isolated converter [16]
[17]. In addition, the HMG with higher voltage level

adopts the topology of modular multilevel converter and
the cost is expensive. At present, BIC mostly adopts the
topology of three-phase two-level PWM converter. The
circuit structure is simple and easy to implement, but it
also has the disadvantages of the insufficient
transmission capacity, the small output voltage and the
large harmonic current. Therefore, in the HMG system
with large capacity demand and high voltage level of DC
subnet, three-level topology can be used to replace the
traditional three-phase two-level topology for the BIC to
improve the transmission capacity and the DC bus
voltage level.
The BIC based on the three-level topology has many
advantages compared to the two-level topology, but it
also has inherent problems of the neutral point potential
fluctuation [18]. Furthermore, it will cause the DC bus
voltage fluctuation in the AC-DC HMG, which also
through the BIC affects the power quality of the AC
subnet. Therefore, it is necessary to solve the midpoint
potential imbalance of the BIC with three-level topology.
The paper [19] analyzed the causes of the neutral
point potential fluctuations and pointed out that the
adjustable range of the midpoint potential is positively
related to the power factor and negatively related to the
degree of modulation. If exceeding this range, the neutral
point potential cannot be completely balanced and it is
affected by the DC capacitance, the amplitude of phase
current, and the power factor. There are many neutral
point potential adjustment methods based on space vector
pulse width modulation (SVPWM), which can be divided
into passive control method, hysteresis control method
and active control method [20]. Passive control method is
only suitable for complete balance and constant load, so
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it is difficult to apply in the AC-DC HMG. The
hysteresis control method and active control method are
closed loop control with good robustness, but they are
not combine the methods with the control schemes of the
BIC.
In this paper, the BIC with the three-level topology is
applied to the AC-DC HMG. For the neutral point
potential fluctuation caused by the three-level topology, a
droop control scheme with midpoint potential hysteresis
regulation link is designed. The principle of neutral point
fluctuation and the process of hysteresis control are
detailed introduced. The detailed design of dual-mode
control strategy based on droop curve are also given.
Finally, the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed
method are verified by simulation.

currents of the BIC; uaca, uacb, uacc are three-phase voltages
of the AC subnet; iaca, iacb, iacc are three-phase currents of
the AC subnet; iO is the neutral point current on the DC
side; uc1, uc2 are the voltages of the two capacitors on the
DC side, respectively; udc is the voltage of the DC bus.

3 The proposed control strategy
3.1 Analysis of the neutral point potential
fluctuation
The midpoint potential
refers to the difference
between the capacitor voltages uc1 and uc2 on the dc side.
(1)
The midpoint current iO is the current flowing out of
the midpoint of the capacitor, that is the difference
between the current flowing into the capacitor C1 and C2.

2 The topology of the AC-DC HMG and
the BIC
The topology of the AC-DC HMG this paper is shown in
Fig. 1.
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When the SVPWM method is used for modulation,
some switching states will generate a midpoint current
that affects the balance of the neutral point potential.
Taking the j(j=a, b, c) phase as an example, its switching
state function:

Fig. 1. Topology of the AC-DC HMG.

It consists of AC sources and loads, DC sources and
loads, the energy storage (ES) system and the BIC
between AC and DC buses.
The topology of the BIC in AC-DC HMG is shown in
Fig. 2. usa, usb, and usc are the phase voltages of the utility
grid; isa, isb, and isc are the three phase currents of the
utility grid; ifa, ifb, and ifc are the three-phase output
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Fig. 2. Topology of the three-level based BIC in the AC-DC HMG.
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Every phase has three switching states: p, o, and n.
The three-phase, three-arm bridge has a total of 33=27
combinations of switching states, forming 19 voltage
vectors, which can be divided into zero vector, small
vector, and medium vectors and big vectors, according to
the magnitude of the vector mode as shown in Fig. 3.
Among them, 3 zero vectors and 6 large vectors do
not generate midpoint current and do not affect the
midpoint potential. 12 small vectors compose 6 pairs of
redundant small vectors can generate forward direction
midpoint current and each pair of redundant small vectors
generate the corresponding opposite direction neutral
point current. Therefore, the opposite effect can ensure
the stability of the neutral point potential. The
corresponding relationship is shown in Table I. Six
medium vectors which produce midpoint current also
affect the neutral point potential. As the DC bus voltage
deteriorates, the power quality of the AC-DC HMG will
decrease.
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Fig. 4. Seven-segment SVPWM modulation.
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If the action time of positive and negative small
vectors are equal in a period, the integral value of the
current flowing into the midpoint of the capacitor is zero,
which will not affect the midpoint potential. If the
medium vector is used in a certain period, the integral
value of the neutral point current must not be zero, which
will cause the change of the midpoint potential. Therefore,
it is necessary to adjust the action time of the positive and
negative small vectors to make the midpoint current
generated offset the neutral point potential.
The basic principle of the hysteresis regulation of the
neutral point potential is to set the hysteresis adjustment
range and calculate the adjustment effect of each small
vector on the neutral point potential. When the neutral
point potential exceeds this range, the small vector with
midpoint potential balance capability is used to adjust the
neutral point potential. The specific adjustment steps are
as follows:
1) From the corresponding relationship shown in
Table 1, the neutral point current iO depending on the
small vector and the BIC output current if determines the
adjustment effect of each small vector on the neutral point
potential. Each pair of redundant small vectors
corresponding to opposite direction neutral point current
has opposite regulatory effect.
2) Set the neutral point potential hysteresis interval m
= (-ud, ud), detect the neutral point potential uO and its
deviation degree, When the neutral point potential is
within m, maintain the original small vector time.
3) When the neutral point potential exceeds the
interval m, adjust the neutral point potential by increasing
the small vector time with neutral point potential
equalization capability. Adjusting the size of the
hysteresis zone m can control the fluctuation range of the
neutral point potential.
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3.3 The overall BIC control strategy
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Fig. 3. Space voltage vectors with their switching states for
three-level.
Table 1. Positive and negative vector corresponding to the
midpoint current
positive small neutral point negative small neutral point
vectors
current iO
vectors
current iO

The paper considers the AC-DC HMG in the low voltage
environment, which is at the end of the power system, and
its line impedance R>>L. Therefore, the uac-Pac and
udc-Pdc droop control strategy is selected to control the
BIC under grid-connected and island mode:
In Fig. 5, the AC-DC HMG operates in the
grid-connected mode, due to the support of the utility

3.2 Neutral point potential hysteresis regulation
The basic principle of the Seven-segment control mode
in SVPWM modulation is shown in Fig. 4.
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grid, the amplitude and the frequency of the AC bus
voltage will not change, the BIC can absorb or
supplement redundant energy with the help of the utility
grid. The DC bus voltage can be controlled by the
constant voltage scheme and the flow power of BIC is
determined by the load condition of the AC and DC
subnet. The AC-DC HMG operates in the island mode,
due to the lack of the utility grid, the voltage quality of
AC and DC subnet decreases. The BIC needs
bidirectional power transmission, which based on the
preset droop curve, to ensure the power balance and
voltage stability of the AC and DC subnet.
The proposed droop control strategy with the midpoint
potential hysteresis regulation link of the BIC is shown in
Fig. 6 and the proposed control strategy is implemented
as follows:
1) Detect the AC and DC bus voltage, then generate
the reference value Ptref of the transmitted active power
through the droop or constant voltage regulator (VR).
2) Generate the reference value Qtref of transmitted
reactive power through the frequency closed loop control.
3) Extract harmonic components from the current of
AC subnet to generate reference current values of ifd1 and
ifq1 and
get the transmission active and reactive
reference current value ifd2 and ifq2 from Ptref and Qtref，
and then superimpose the reference current to generate the
final reference current ifdref and ifqref .
4) Pass the difference value between the final
reference current and the output current of the BIC
through the current regulator (CR) and the decoupling
link to generate the modulation wave in the dq0-frame,
convert it to the αβ-frame and enter the SVPWM link
with udc.
5) Apply midpoint current hysteresis regulation to
optimize the SVPWM link and generate PWM signal to
drive the BIC works.
It is worth noting that the proportional integral
controller is selected as VR to realize the zero difference
adjustment of the bus voltage and the quasi proportional
resonance controller is selected as CR to guarantee the

Udc

Fig. 5. The droop curve of the BIC. (a) the relationship between
Uac and Pac in grid-connected mode. (b) the relationship
between udc and Pdc in grid-connected mode. (c) the
relationship between Uac and Pac in island mode. (d) the
relationship between udc and Pdc in island mode.

4 Simulation results
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed control
strategy of BIC, a simulation model of the AC-DC HMG
was built in MATALB/Simulink as shown in Fig. 2. The
specific simulation parameters are shown in Table 2.
The process of the neutral point potential hysteresis
regulation is shown in Fig. 7 and simulation waveform of
the midpoint potential is shown in Fig.8.
In Fig. 7, the small vector pair used in the synthesis
vector was judged from the region of the reference
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voltage, and then calculated the midpoint current obtained
from the BIC output current. If the midpoint current is too
small, the regulating effect of midpoint action time on the
midpoint potential is limited, Therefore, when the
absolute value of the neutral point current is greater than
ik and the midpoint potential exceeds the hysteresis range
m = (-uk, uk), the action time of the small vector was
adjusted.
It can be seen in Fig. 8 that the use of if at 1.0s for the
hysteresis adjustment of the midpoint potential, the
hysteresis interval m = (-1V, 1V) and the midpoint
potential is limited to the hysteresis interval m.

The simulation waveform of DC bus voltage in the
AC-DC HMG under the grid-connected mode as shown
in Fig. 9. From Fig. 9, the load fluctuation was simulated
at 0.2s and 0.4s respectively, and it can be seen that the
DC voltage can be restored to the initial state within 0.2s.

Table 2. System Parameters in the Simulation and Experiment

Utility
Grid
AC-DC
HMG

BIC

Parameters

Simulation

nominal voltage us

380V/50Hz

line inductance

0.3mH

line resistance

0.1 ohms

AC-link voltage uac

380V/50Hz

AC-link voltage udc

750V

L-LPF La , Lb , Lc
switch frequency
DC-link capacitor C1
DC-link capacitor C2

6mH
10kHz
2000𝜇f
2000 𝜇f

Fig. 9. Simulation waveform of the DC bus voltage.

Fig. 10. Simulation operation of the BIC in the island mode. (a)
the BIC phase-A output voltage and current. (b) the BIC output
active power. (c) the output active power of the AC and DC
subnet.

Fig. 10 shows the power transmission of the BIC
during the island operation. The phase-A output voltage
and current of the BIC, the output active power of the BIC
and the output active power of the AC and DC subnet
were respectively shown in Fig. 10(a), (b) and (c). It can
be seen that the BIC operates in the shutdown mode at
0~0.2s. When the load fluctuated between 0.2s and 0.4s,
the BIC switch to the inverter mode and the rectifier mode
respectively to transmit the corresponding active power.
From Fig. 8 to 10, it can be seen that the designed
midpoint potential regulation method can effectively
suppress the voltage fluctuation of the midpoint, at the
same time, it will not affect the voltage and power control
target of the BIC under the grid-connected and island
mode.

Fig. 7. Neutral point potential hysteresis loop adjustment.

Fig. 8. Midpoint potential.
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5.

5 Conclusion
Aiming at the disadvantages of the BIC with the
two-level PWM topology in the AC-DC HMG, this paper
proposes to apply the three-level topology based BIC to
the system, which requires the large transmission power
and the high voltage level. In addition, an improved
control strategy based on droop control principle and
midpoint hysteresis regulation has been designed. The
proposed control scheme has superior performance in
both grid-connected and island mode as:
1) The fluctuation of neutral point voltage was
suppressed by the additional neutral point potential
hysteresis regulation, which can guarantee the voltage
quality of the DC subnet.
2) The additional neutral point potential regulation
link does not affect the realization of other control
objectives of the BIC in both grid-connected and island
mode.
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